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Correspondent in Las Palmas 

 The LED – Light project

 

The story underneath has been published also as the Zeezwaluw Travel letter 1-2013 “The LED-

Light project” 

 

They finally saw the light! To hear the latest Zeezwaluw news, the house correspondent recently 

walked to J-pontoon of Las Palmas marina., The correspondent was brought up to speed about 

Zeezwaluw’ latest jobs and purchases, while he was sipping at a cup of coffee They were and still 

are intrigued by the electrical rulers Volt, Ampere and Watt, especially to reduce the last ones. 

Because of the impact of this subject in the life of live-aboards, this Post is entirely devoted to 

it. 

 

For a long time already, the full attention of the crew was to improve the capture & the storage 

as well as to reduce the usage of energy. In particular, from the 

moment the power cord of the marina is disconnected. Once 

sailing, loading the common lead batteries by means of the 

Ampair towing generator and the solar panel is perfect. While at 

anchor Ampair wind generator and the solar panel do the job, sometimes assisted by the little 

Chinese generator. 

 

To reduce the energy consumption, a study was done on the item of LED lights (light-emitting 

diode), much discussed but above all praised among sailors. Most cruisers of the last couple of 

years had their ship fitted with full LED lights before departure and appear to be enthusiastic 

about the low energy consumption. The Amp usage for navigation and the interior therefore 

became a negligible amount. 

 

Zeezwaluw already left the Netherlands in 2002 with the for those days usual 

ordinary bulbs. LED was then only sporadically used in cruising yachts. One of the 

reasons was the high price.   

 

Over the years, Zeezwaluw’ ordinary bulbs were replaced by halogen, which helped to reduce the 

consumption a bit. In order not to withdraw too much Amps of the batteries, the 

crew hoisted in the backstay at sunset the solar garden lamp as an anchor light while 

the Chinese LED-camping lantern (with rechargeable batteries) is used for reading. 

The experience of these bluish LED light sources, which look like mini-bulbs, was not 

convincing enough to change the entire lighting system. In 2012 Rolnautic in Las 

Palmas sold LED-lights (LED with 7 patches) with a very good light production but 1 

LED replacement for a cabin light had to cost € 25, =! No go for the time being! 

 

Once back in Las Palmas for the major maintenance of Zeezwaluw in 2013, they got a 

leaflet from Alexandra, the daughter of Marc and Lisbeth, owners of “The LED-shop". 

And yes, their interest in LED is re-stimulated. Finally they see "the light" as they are 

browsing one of the next few "the LED-shop website". 

 

This comprehensive website (Spanish and English) describes the kind of LEDs they sell and for 

what fixtures/applications they are suitable. The biggest advantage is that the owners of The 

LED shop are live-aboards as well. They appear to be living on their yacht in the same marina in 

Las Palmas as Zeezwaluw! On the website they invite potential customers to come along and 

watch the LED’ countless opportunities and receive tailor-made information and advice. 

 

So does the Zeezwaluw crew. They go for a visit and Marc shows them the LED’s available and 

explains where to apply. He even answers all their questions, in 6 languages if you wish! 

https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/2013-1-the-led-light-project.pdf
https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/2013-1-the-led-light-project.pdf
http://www.ampair.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Light-emitting_diode
http://www.theledshop.es/
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A LED for horizontal or vertical placement maybe? Indoor or outdoor LED-lights or -strips, you 

cannot dream up a possibility Marc has not in stock or can make in his lab! 

LED lights for the 3-colour top light and various lights for galley and cabin are immediately 

chosen and are allowed to be tested. If not good, they can be changed for a different 

kind/strength until the customer is satisfied before they allow you to 

pay! Where can you find so much trust in other people? 

 

For the first time in their live-aboard life the crew of Zeezwaluw sees 

an excellent and practical solution to be able to read in the cockpit. A 

packed waterproof LED-light strip is the ideal solution. Marc makes a 1m LED strip (warm LED 

light with 60 square blocks) with a watertight coupling, 3,5m cord and 12V plug with an on/off 

switch. The LED-strip is sewn between dark blue Sunbrella and UV resistant and transparent 

plastic. Velcro attached to the 

backside so you can decide yourself 

where you want to place the strip.   

 

At Zeezwaluw the LED strip is placed 

at the inside of the dodger. It gives a 

beautiful warm light which is bright 

enough to read. Finally we have a good 

artificial light to be able to read in 

the cockpit. The solar garden lamp is 

replaced by a 12Volt anchor lamp with 

LEDs. No drainage of the freshly 

obtained AGM batteries anymore! 

 

The Zeezwaluw crew is extremely pleased with the helpful, friendly and knowledgeable service 

that Marc and Lisbeth from “The LED shop” provide. Their comprehensive information and 

selection of stocks of LED lamps, luminaries and strips is unmatched while prices are well below 

those of the present chandleries here and products are even given two-year global warranty. 

When there is a mail service, wherever in the world the sailor may be, "The LED-shop" is able to 

send it. 

 

 

___/)___ 

The new LED-light strip in the cockpit 

Sowing the Velcro to the inside 

of the sprayhood 


